Abstract-Several models of user churn, resilience, and link lifetime have recently appeared in the literature [13] , [14] , [36] , [37] ; however, these results do not directly apply to classical Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) in which neighbor replacement occurs not only when current users die, but also when new users arrive into the system, and where replacement choices are often restricted to the successor of the failed zone in the DHT space. To understand neighbor churn in such networks, which we call switching DHTs, this paper proposes a simple, yet accurate, model for capturing link dynamics in structured P2P systems and obtains the distribution of link lifetimes for fairly generic DHTs. Similar to [9] , our results show that deterministic networks (e.g., Chord [30] , CAN [25]) unfortunately do not extract much benefit from heavy-tailed user lifetimes since link durations are dominated by small remaining lifetimes of newly arriving users that replace the more reliable existing neighbors. We also examine link lifetimes in randomized DHTs equipped with multiple choices for each link and show that selecting the best neighbor in these scenarios is rather complicated as it depends on the desired load balancing, link resilience, and overhead. We offer insight into the various selection algorithms, their performance, and possibilities for improvement.
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INTRODUCTION
R ESILIENCE of distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) networks under user churn has recently attracted significant attention and has become an important research area [2] , [5] , [12] , [13] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [27] , [31] , [36] . Traditional metrics of performance in this analysis have been the ability of the graph to stay connected during user departure [14] , [18] , [24] , behavior of immediate neighbors during churn [12] , data delivery ratio [32] , evolution of outdegree [13] and indegree [36] , and churn rate in the set of participating nodes [9] . All metrics above depend on one fundamental parameter of churn-link lifetime, which is defined as the delay between formation of a link and its disconnection due to a sudden departure of the adjacent neighbor.
In many P2P networks, each user v creates k links to other peers when joining the system, where k may be a constant or a function of system size [19] , and detects/ repairs failed links in order to remain connected and perform P2P tasks (e.g., routing and key lookups) [25] , [27] , [28] , [30] . Under fairly general conditions on user lifetimes [13] , [36] , link behavior is often modeled as an ON/OFF process in which each link is either ON at time t, which means that the corresponding user is currently alive, or OFF, which means that the user adjacent to the link has departed from the system and its failure is in the process of being detected and repaired. ON durations of links are commonly called link lifetimes and their OFF durations are called repair delays.
With this setup, it is not hard to see that link lifetimes play a key role in the study of resilience, performance, and reliability of P2P networks. For instance, longer average link lifetime means that users must repair failed links less frequently, which leads to smaller churn rates in the terminology of [9] , and that queries are less likely to encounter dead neighbors during routing [12] , which yields larger data delivery ratios [32] and higher lookup success rates.
If links do not switch to other users during each ON duration (i.e., keep connecting to the same neighbors until they fail), then link durations are simply residual lifetimes of original neighbors. We call this model never switching and note that it applies to certain unstructured P2P networks [8] and some DHTs [28] . Link lifetimes for never-switching systems have been studied in fair detail under both ageindependent [13] , [36] and age-biased [32] , [37] selection. However, many DHTs actively switch links to new neighbors before the current neighbor dies in order to balance the load and ensure DHT consistency. We call such systems switching and note that their link lifetimes require entirely different modeling techniques, which we present below.
Analysis of Existing DHTs
We start by introducing a stochastic process that keeps track of the changes in the identity of neighbors adjacent to the ith link of a given user v as they become the current owner of this link under churn. We show that this process is a regular semi-Markov chain whose first hitting time to the absorbing state (which corresponds to the failure of the last neighbor) is link lifetime R. Using this model, we find that the distribution of R is determined not only by lifetimes of attached users, but also by the zone size of the original neighbor holding the link. We thus additionally derive the distribution of zone size during the various phases of link ownership (i.e., for the initial neighbor and those obtained after each stabilization).
We next obtain the Laplace transform of the distribution of R and derive its expected value E½R for general user lifetimes L, including heavy-tailed cases. We use this result to show that under heavy-tailed peer lifetimes (e.g., Pareto) observed in many real P2P networks [4] , [29] , [33] , link lifetime R is stochastically smaller than the residual lifetime Z of the initial neighbor holding the link. Consistent with simulations in [10] , our results also show that E½R is very close to E½L, which is in stark contrast to the results of [13] , where E½R was several times larger than E½L depending on Pareto shape of the lifetime distribution.
This phenomenon occurs because older (i.e., more reliable) neighbors in DHTs are replaced with new arrivals that exhibit much shorter remaining lifetimes. As a result, classical DHTs unfortunately do not extract any benefits from heavy-tailed user lifetimes and suffer much higher link churn rates than the corresponding unstructured systems [13] . A similar conclusion was obtained in [9] for query failure rates in Chord.
Improvements
One method of overcoming the problem identified above is to utilize randomized DHTs (e.g., randomized Chord [11] , randomized hypercube [21] , and Symphony [20] ) in which the ith finger pointer of a given user v is randomly selected from some set S i of possible locations in the DHT space. By trying multiple options in S i and linking to the user with the best characteristics, the hope is to improve link lifetime and reduce the impact of churn on system performance. While freedom of neighbor choice allows randomized DHTs to operate under never switching, where link lifetime is understood pretty well [13] , [32] , [36] , [37] , we next explore their performance under switching.
The first obvious randomized technique, which we call switching max-age (SMA), selects m ! 1 points in S i uniformly randomly, places the finger into such generated point that its successor has the largest current age, and maintains a neighboring connection to whoever is the current successor (i.e., owner) of that finger. While quite effective in neverswitching scenarios, this strategy has minimal impact in switching DHTs since link lifetime is determined by the remaining session length of not the first, but the last neighbor holding the link. To overcome this limitation, we examine several alternative randomized strategies that stem from our model of link lifetime R and discuss the various performance trade-offs that arise in each case.
We finish the paper by examining an orthogonal approach that restricts DHT users to some minimal age before any links or objects are assigned to them and discussing how the developed models apply to these situations. Specifically, we study the delayed-join strategy of widely deployed unstructured P2P systems, in which only special nodes with enough uptime (e.g., ultrapeers in Gnutella) are allowed to route queries and hold keys. The remaining users (called leaves) can only initiate and answer queries to/from the system. As nothing prevents a similar approach from being deployed in a DHT, we show that for Pareto lifetimes with E½L ¼ 0:5 hours and 21 percent of the graph delegated to support DHT routing, delaying each join by just 6 minutes increases link lifetime by a factor of 4.4, which is quite significant in practice. More examples are discussed later in this paper.
GENERAL DHT MODEL
We start by formulating assumptions on the churn model, DHT space, and link switching in DHTs. Due to limited space in the printed edition, discussion of related work can be found in Section 6, omitted simulations in Section 7, and all proofs in Section 8 of the online version.
Churn Model
For user churn, we adopt the recently introduced [36] framework of n alternating renewal processes representing periodic online/offline behavior of users observed in real P2P systems [9] , [33] . In this model, each user i is viewed as alternating between online and offline states, where the duration of each state is random and has some userspecific distribution.
While the total number of users n is fixed in this model, the number of currently alive peers N t at time t is a random process that fluctuates over time. Once stationarity is reached, we usually replace N t with its limiting version N ¼ lim t!1 N t . As a consequence of this churn model [36, Theorem 5] , user arrivals into the system follow a Poisson process with a constant rate ¼ E½N=E½L, where E½N is the average number of users in the steady state and E½L is the mean user lifetime.
DHT Classification
Many traditional DHTs, including those with d-dimensional number spaces, can be mapped to a 1D ring by treating node IDs as some large integers. Depending on the DHT and the mapping applied, each node may hold a single contiguous or several noncontiguous zones on the ring. Due to limited space, we explicitly deal only with Chord-like systems; however, we believe that our neighbor-dynamics model introduced in the next section is general enough to apply to a variety of other underlying graphs. Furthermore, while numerical results for link lifetime in non-Chord DHTs may somewhat differ from those shown below, the main qualitative conclusions of the paper (i.e., switching reduces link lifetime) should hold almost universally as long as users exhibit heavy-tailed session durations.
Assume that the network maps keys and users using a uniform hashing function into the same identifier (ID) space, which is a continuous ring in the interval ½0; 1Þ [7] , [23] . Each user v is responsible for a fraction of the DHT space from its predecessor to v's own hash, which we call the user's zone. As the network evolves, one of v's functions is to store objects that map to its zone and answer queries related to them.
To facilitate routing, each peer selects k finger pointers f 1 ; f 2 ; . . . ; f k in the DHT space and creates transport-layer (usually TCP) connections to users whose zones hold the corresponding finger. Define ownerðxÞ to be the nearest live peer in the clockwise direction from x. Then, v's outlink i is connected to user ownerðf i Þ. This is illustrated in Fig. 1a , where live users are marked with circles and v's fingers are shown as arrows. Observe in the figure that currently u ¼ ownerðf i Þ; however, this may change as the system experiences churn and additional users arrive in the interval ½f i ; u as shown in Fig. 1b .
One strategy [25] , [30] for dealing with zone churn, which we call switching and study throughout this paper, is to maintain invariance of neighbor i ¼ ownerðf i Þ at all times. As peers join, they split existing zones and inherit not only the objects, but also the inlinks, that now belong to their zone. This provides new arrivals with their share of indegree and routing load, as well as guarantees certain finger-consistency properties and system-wide routing bounds. As shown in Fig. 2 , the finger rules of switching systems can be further classified as either rigid, which means f i is a deterministic function of v's ID, or flexible, which means f i is selected from a certain (often randomized) set of options.
The second strategy [28] , [38] for handling new arrivals, which we call never switching, is commonly found in generalized hypercubes whose function ownerðf i Þ treats all users within some fixed i -proximity of f i as equally suitable for neighboring. This allows v to retain the initial neighbor since property kneighbor i À f i k i cannot be altered by new arrivals. Link lifetimes in never-switching DHTs are covered by prior analysis of unstructured P2P systems [13] . The last strategy [22] , which we call combination, performs periodic switching based on various neighbor-quality metrics (e.g., ping delay, uptime, geographic proximity). However, exact modeling of its link lifetimes is far too involved to be included here.
Switching Neighbor Dynamics
We next formalize the link process in switching DHTs. Our discussion focuses on the behavior of one particular link i (other links are similar) and the lifetimes of neighbors adjacent to it during v's online session. As user v continues to stay in the system, the identity of its neighbors (i.e., finger owners/successors) may change over time as users join and leave the system. There are two types of changes in neighbor tables-graceful handoffs of existing zones to arriving users and node departures without explicit notification of v [30] .
The former type, which we call a switch, occurs when a new arrival takes ownership of a link by becoming the new successor of the corresponding neighbor pointer. This is shown in Fig. 1b where a new arrival w splits the zone of an existing neighbor u and becomes v's new neighbor along link i since w ¼ ownerðf i Þ. The latter type of neighbor change, which we call a recovery, happens when an existing neighbor dies and the successor of the failed neighbor takes over that zone to become the new neighbor of v.
We next define several additional metrics to facilitate explanation in later parts of the paper. Notice that one cycle in the life of a particular neighbor pointer is composed of several switches and one recovery as shown in Fig. 3a . In the figure, thick horizonal lines represent online presence of peers that own v's neighbor pointer in the DHT space. The topmost line represents the original neighbor (with residual lifetime Z 1 ) acquired by v during join. As peers split the zone of the current neighbor, the link switches to two additional users. Switch is complete after a new user performs all join tasks [30] . Once the last user dies at time R 1 , the link is considered dead and a replacement process is initiated. 1 Recovery is finished after S time units when another node takes over the zone of the dead peer and is selected as v's new neighbor.
The second recovery cycle behaves identical to the first one (except the zone size of the initial neighbor is larger) and leads to link failure after R 2 time units. This ON/OFF nature of the link process is shown in Fig. 3b where we assume that all repair delays S are i.i.d. random variables, but distributions of link lifetimes R 1 ; R 2 ; . . . may depend on the cycle number (in fact they do in certain cases studied below).
The final note is that it is important to distinguish the residual lifetime of the first neighbor from that of a link. While in never-switching systems the former metric (e.g., variables Z 1 ; Z 2 ; . . . ) determines how long a link stays alive, this is no longer the case in switching networks. Instead, the latter metric formalized as R 1 ; R 2 ; . . . determines query performance and a user's ability to tolerate churn. Our next step is to understand the behavior of these random variables under general lifetime distributions. 1. Specifics of detecting failure are not essential to our results as repair delay is not studied in this paper.
In this section, we construct a semi-Markov model for the distribution of lifetimes R 1 ; R 2 ; . . . of a given link in a user's routing table.
Preliminaries
Recall that arriving users split zones of existing nodes based on a uniformly random hash function. Denote by U the random zone size of existing users in a stationary system as shown in Fig. 4a . Further assume that during join or the current recovery step that starts cycle j, successor u takes over pointer i as shown in Fig. 4b . Then, define Y j to be the remaining zone size between this pointer and the hash index of u. Intuitively, if the remaining zone Y j is large, then it is likely that a new arrival will soon split the zone and the ownership of the link will be transferred to another peer. Therefore, link lifetimes are determined not by the distribution of U, but rather by that of Y j . We derive both metrics later in the paper and next show how they can be used to obtain R 1 ; R 2 ; . . . .
For simplicity of notation, define conditional link lifetime RðyÞ as the duration of the link conditioned on the fact that the remaining zone size Y j is y > 0. Then, observe that the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of link lifetimes R j can be written as
where f Y j ðyÞ is the probability density function (PDF) of remaining zone size Y j (note that the distribution of Y j depends on cycle number j). Similarly, we can obtain the expectation of R j as
Thus, the task of deriving link lifetime R j is reduced to analyzing the properties of conditional link lifetime RðyÞ and the distribution of remaining zone size Y j . In the rest of this section, we construct a semi-Markov process for each RðyÞ and leave the derivation of the distribution of Y j to a later section.
Neighbor Dynamics
For each zone size y, let variable A y count the number of switches (i.e., replacements by new users) that have occurred along the link in the time interval ½0; , where time 0 denotes the instance when user v finds the first neighbor at the beginning of the current cycle. Denote by A y ¼ F a special absorbing state into which A y arrives if the current neighbor attached to the link is in the failed state at time .
Then, it is easy to see that fA y ; ! 0g is a continuoustime stochastic process with state space fF ; 0; 1; 2; . . .g whose state transitions are shown in Fig. 5 . As depicted in this figure, for each state i ! 0, the process can jump into either state i þ 1, which means that a given zone is further split by a new arrival (i.e., the number of switches increases by 1), or state F , which represents link failure. The initial state of the process at time 0 is always 0.
Using notation fA y g, variable RðyÞ can be described as the first-hitting time of process fA y g onto state F given that A y 0 ¼ 0
The next theorem shows that fA y ; ! 0g is a semiMarkov chain [26] that describes the process of new users entering a given zone of initial length y and repeatedly splitting it. Theorem 1. Process fA y ; ! 0g for a given remaining zone size Y j ¼ y is a regular semi-Markov chain. The sojourn time i in state i follows the following general distribution:
where Z j is the residual lifetime of the first neighbor that starts the jth cycle, L is user lifetime with CDF F ðxÞ, W i is an exponential random variable with rate i
and E½N is the mean system size. Furthermore, transition probability p i;iþ1 from state i to i þ 1 is given by
and the probability p i;F to absorb from state i is equal to 1 À p i;iþ1 .
This theorem shows in (5) that as the number of switches within a zone (i.e., variable i) increases, arrival rate i of new users into the zone decreases exponentially fast (or alternatively, the mean waiting time E½W i until the next arrival increases at the same rate). As i ! 1, the likelihood of a new arrival into the zone diminishes and the delay in state i becomes simply the lifetime of the last user holding the edge. For small i, however, analysis is much more complex as shown in the next section.
Conditional Link Lifetimes
Next, we study the distribution and expectation of conditional link lifetime RðyÞ. To understand our next theorem, several definitions are necessary. First, denote the CDF of sojourn time i in state i by G i ðtÞ ¼ P ð i < tÞ.
Second, observing from (4) that i of chain fA y g is independent of the next state, define a semi-Markov kernel matrix QðtÞ ¼ ½q ik ðtÞ using [6] q ik ðtÞ ¼ p ik G i ðtÞ; i;k 2 fF ; 0; 1; . . .g;
where p ik is the transition probability from state i to state k given in (6) . The Laplace (Stieltjes) transform of q ik ðtÞ is then simplŷ
Finally, define the Laplace transform of the first hitting time RðyÞ from state 0 to F asRðs; yÞ ¼ E½e ÀsRðyÞ . Although it is known that the Laplace transform of the first-hitting time of a semi-Markov chain can be computed using spectral properties of kernel QðtÞ [3] , this approach hides the effect of system parameters on the resulting distribution. Due to the simplicity of state transitions of chain fA y g, we next deriveRðs; yÞ without involving matrix operations on QðtÞ. WithRðs; yÞ in hand, we can apply the inverse Laplace transform to retrieve the distribution of RðyÞ and take the derivatives ofRðs; yÞ to get its moments. Next, we use a simpler approach to obtain the mean E½RðyÞ.
Theorem 3. The expected conditional link lifetime is
where E½ k is the expected sojourn time in state k shown in (4) and p i;iþ1 are state transition probabilities in (6).
Theorems 1-3 demonstrate that variable RðyÞ is fully determined by user lifetimes L and residual neighbor lifetimes Z j . Our remaining steps are to analyze the properties of Z j and derive the distribution of remaining zone sizes Y j for both deterministic and randomized DHTs.
RIGID FINGERS
In DHTs with rigid (often called deterministic) finger rules, each neighbor pointer of user v is generated based on a fixed distance between the pointer and the user. We start this section by deriving a model for RðyÞ under two types of user lifetimes and then analyze the distribution of residual zone size Y j .
Residual Lifetimes of Neighbors
Under the user churn model assumed in this paper, the distribution of neighbor residual lifetime under age-independent selection converges to the following equilibrium CDF as system age t ! 1 [36, Theorem 3]
where F ðxÞ is the user lifetime distribution. Since recovery in our DHT model is not biased with respect to user age, (11) is also the CDF of residual lifetime for users that are found during recovery, which we formally state in the next lemma.
Lemma 1. For all j ! 1, the CDF of residual lifetime Z j of the initial neighbor that starts the jth cycle converges to (11) as system age approaches infinity.
Given Lemma 1, the mean residual lifetime E½Z j can be expressed directly using the properties of L as [35] 
It is important to emphasize that Lemma 1 holds when switching occurs in DHTs in response to Poisson user arrivals into the system and may not hold otherwise. When a neighbor pointer switches to a new user, it loses track of which peer on the ring will be the neighbor that will start the next cycle in the link's ON/OFF process. Hence, neighbor selection during link recovery is essentially uniformly random among the existing neighbors (due to random hash indexes) and independent of the selected neighbor's age.
Exponential Lifetimes
If user lifetimes L are exponential with rate ¼ 1=E½L, it is easy to obtain from Lemma 1 that Z j of the initial neighbor, for all cycles j ! 1, is exponential with the same rate . Due to the memoryless property of exponential distributions, the remainder of Z j obtained at any random instant (i.e., when a switch occurs) is still exponential with rate . Therefore, it makes no difference whether the current neighbor is replaced by a new arrival or not. Interestingly, this result is valid not only for Poisson arrivals, but also for any arrival process independent of user lifetimes that results in nonexplosive chain fA y g. Theorem 4. For user lifetimes L with CDF 1 À e Àx , link lifetime R j is independent of remaining zone size Y j and has the same distribution as L P ðR j < xÞ ¼ 1 À e Àx ; for all j ! 1;
where ¼ 1=E½L.
Theorem 4 indicates that switching has no impact on link lifetimes in any DHT with exponential user lifetimes, which makes analysis of system performance in such systems very simple. However, we should note that this result does not hold for any nonexponential lifetime distribution. As recent measurements of P2P networks show that user lifetimes are often heavy tailed [4] , [33] , we next use the Pareto distribution P ðL < xÞ ¼ 1 À ð1 þ x=Þ À with shape parameter > 1 and scale parameter > 0 to estimate the performance of real DHTs under churn.
Pareto Lifetimes
For Pareto L, it is clear from Lemma 1 that the residual lifetime Z j of initial neighbors follows the CDF P ðZ j < xÞ ¼ 1 À ð1 þ x=Þ ÀðÀ1Þ for all j ! 1, which shows that Z j are also Pareto-distributed but more heavy tailed. Next, we apply Theorem 2 to obtain the Laplace transformRðy; sÞ and Theorem 3 to obtain the mean of RðyÞ.
Theorem 5. For Pareto lifetimes L, the mean conditional link lifetime E½RðyÞ is given by (10) with
where arrival rate i is given in (5),
Àk du is the generalized exponential integral, i ¼ À 1 for i ¼ 0, and i ¼ for i ! 1. Furthermore, the Laplace transformRðy; sÞ is given by (9) witĥ
w h e r e A ¼ 1 þ ð1 À i À sÞe ð i þsÞ E i ðð i þ sÞÞ, and E½ i is shown in (14) .
We next derive the distribution of zone sizes in deterministic DHTs in order to obtain a computable model for R j .
Zone Sizes
In order to determine the distribution of zone sizes U and Y j in Fig. 4 , we must decide on the zone splitting method. The derivations below only cover the random-split [34] mechanism (i.e., zones are split at hash indexes of arriving users) that is used in Chord [30] and only consider 1D DHTs. A similar derivation can be carried out for the center-split [19] , [25] strategy (i.e., zones are always split in the center) and multidimensional DHTs, but this analysis is much more tedious and is not shown here.
Since all arriving users are placed in the interval ½0; 1Þ, the average zone size is approximately 1=E½N, where N is the random system size in the steady state. 2 The next result states that in equilibrium DHTs, zone sizes no larger than 1= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi E½N p are distributed approximately exponentially. Since most zone sizes do not deviate from the mean very far, this result directly applies to random variable U defined earlier.
Lemma 2. As the mean system size tends to infinity, the distribution of small zones in the DHT becomes approximately exponential
for all x such that x 2 E½N ! 0.
Our next task is to obtain the distribution of remaining zone size Y j in each cycle j ! 1. 
where E½N is the mean system size in equilibrium.
Lemma 3 shows that the distribution of Y 1 is exponential and that of Y j for j ! 2 is Erlang-2 (i.e., the distribution of the sum of two exponentials).
Putting the Pieces Together
The final step is to apply (1) and (2) to uncondition the distribution of link lifetime R j and its mean E½R j using the distribution of initial zone size Y j given in (17) . To this end, substituting E½RðyÞ shown in Theorem 5 and the PDF of Y j in (17) into (2) leads to the final result on the mean link lifetime E½R j . Similarly, to get the distribution of R j , we first retrieve the distribution of RðyÞ fromRðs; yÞ in Theorem 5 by applying an existing inverse Laplace transform software package [1] . Then substituting the distribution of RðyÞ and (17) into (1) leads to the final model of the distribution of R j . Fig. 6 shows simulations results and the model of the mean link lifetime E½R j and the average residual lifetime E½Z j of the initial neighbor that starts the jth cycle. The model of E½Z j is obtained using (12) and the general solution to E½R j is given in (2) . As shown in the figure, both models match simulation results very well. Furthermore, as becomes smaller, the difference between E½R j and E½Z j increases as expected. 3 The above results also show that the process of switching to new users can significantly reduce the lifetime of a link and that deterministic DHT systems with Pareto L can exhibit E½R j very close to E½L. This is in contrast to unstructured P2P systems where E½R j can be 11-16 times higher than E½L depending on shape parameter [4] , [33] . 2. Approximation E½1=N ¼ 1=E½N is asymptotically accurate as system size tends to infinity for the ON/OFF churn model of [36] . This follows from the fact that N=E½N converges to 1 in probability.
3. Recall that smaller leads to stochastically larger Z j and thus increases reliability of never-switching systems [13] .
Further observe from the model and Fig. 6 that link lifetimes are completely characterized by two random variables R 1 and R 2 since R j for j ! 3 has the same distribution as R 2 . This arises from the fact that zone size Y 1 is different from Y 2 , while Y j for j ! 3 are all distributed as Y 2 . Since Y 1 is stochastically smaller than Y 2 (see Lemma 3), it follows that R 1 is stochastically larger than R 2 . Furthermore, from the analysis of the Markov chain in previous sections, it becomes clear that selecting neighbors with smaller initial residual zone sizes leads to larger link lifetimes since such neighbors are less likely to be replaced by newly arriving users and the link's E½R j will be closer to E½Z j .
The most intriguing result shown in Fig. 6 is that E½R j for all j ! 2 is very close to the mean user lifetime E½L under different values of (e.g., E½R 4 ¼ 0:986 hours for ¼ 3 and 1.096 for ¼ 2:2). However, from the model of the tail distribution of link lifetime R 4 shown in Fig. 7 , observe that the distribution of R j for j ! 2 is actually different from that of lifetime L and is less heavy tailed than the original distribution. A similar result holds for other values of and other distributions, which we do not show for brevity.
Given this disappointing performance of classical (i.e., rigid) DHTs, a natural question arises as to whether flexible (often called randomized) fingers can improve link lifetimes. In such systems, one obvious choice is never switching, which retains the initial neighbor along each link i until it dies. Such algorithms have been covered in related work [13] , [32] , [37] and are not addressed here. Instead, we study link dynamics of switching DHTs under flexible finger rules and dissect the impact of delayed joins (i.e., age-based decisions to promote peers and/or increase their responsibility) on link lifetime. Due to limited space in the printed version of the paper, these results appear online in Sections 9 and 10, respectively.
CONCLUSION
This paper formalized the notion of "link lifetimes" in certain types of DHTs where link pointers switch to new neighbors in response to arriving peers. We introduced a semi-Markov process to model random replacement of neighbors along a given link and showed that lifetimes of deterministic links are much worse than those in unstructured P2P networks with heavy-tailed user lifetimes. For randomized DHTs, our results showed that finger placement based on both node age and zone size was the most general approach. We also demonstrated that if none of the approaches above were viable, simply delaying assignment of responsibility to arriving users by just several minutes could yield significant improvements. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
